Background {#Sec1}
==========

A principal aim of HIV-1 vaccine research is to elicit routinely broadly neutralizing antibodies (bNAbs), which target conserved, functionally important determinants on the HIV-1 envelope (Env) and consequently neutralize across viral clades \[[@CR1]\]. However, bNAbs are difficult to elicit, arising in no more than 50% of HIV-1 patients, and only after 2 or more years of chronic infection \[[@CR1]--[@CR4]\]. Moreover, while vaccination with Env-derived antigens can initiate some bNAb lineages, substantive maturation of neutralization breadth and potency toward native viral isolates has not yet been achieved \[[@CR5]--[@CR9]\]. Several non-mutually exclusive hypotheses have been proposed to explain why generation of HIV-1 bNAbs is so challenging \[[@CR10]--[@CR12]\]. In this short review, we focus on the tolerance hypothesis \[[@CR13]\], which posits that due to viral molecular mimicry of host structures, the B cells most fit to respond to broadly conserved, neutralizing epitopes are poly- or autoreactive, and have been removed from the repertoire by immunological tolerance controls \[[@CR13]--[@CR15]\].

In the most general terms, *polyreactive* Abs are those that promiscuously bind apparently unrelated self- and/or foreign-antigens, while *autoreactive* Abs specifically bind one or few self-epitopes. Poly- and autoreactivity in Abs are empirically defined. One method defines *autoreactivity* as the ability of an Ab to bind any self-antigen, and defines *polyreactivity* as the ability to bind (in ELISA) two or more antigens from a set list that generally includes single-stranded DNA, double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), insulin, lipopolysaccharide, and keyhole limpet hemocyanin \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. Another method, established by our laboratory, determines poly- and autoreactivity by applying the Ab of interest together with a non-polyreactive control Ab to a microarray that displays \> 9400 human proteins \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. Ab binding strength to each protein target is measured as fluorescence intensity, and if the averaged binding intensity over all arrayed proteins (i.e., mean fluorescence intensity; MFI) of the test Ab is \> twofold greater than the MFI of the control Ab, then the experimental Ab is considered polyreactive (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) \[[@CR19]\]. Non-polyreactive test Abs that bind a self-protein in the array with \> 500-fold higher avidity than the control Ab are considered autoreactive (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b) \[[@CR19]\]. Notably, some polyreactive Abs also bind autoantigens with \> 500-fold higher avidity than the control. However, for simplicity, we reserve the term *autoreactive* to describe non-polyreactive Abs, since substantial cumulative autoreactivity is already implied for Abs labeled *polyreactive* \[[@CR19]\].Fig. 1Protein microarray binding of hypothetical polyreactive (**a**) and autoreactive (**b**) bNAbs. *Top*, Protein arrays were blotted with a non-polyreactive control Ab (151K, *A* and *B*), Ab X (*A*) or Ab Y (*B*). Axis values represent the relative fluorescence signal intensity in the 151K array (y-axis) or the test Ab array (x-axis). Each dot represents an individual target protein. The diagonal line indicates equal binding by the two comparators. The dashed lines mark the cutoff for autoreactivity, set at 500-fold higher binding by the test Ab than by the control Ab. The red circle denotes an autoantigen bound ≥ 500-fold more avidly by Ab X than by the control Ab. *Bottom*, Histogram showing the displacement of each protein from the diagonal (*top*). The bin size is 0.02. Positive displacement indicates stronger binding by the test Ab than by 151K. The polyreactivity index (PI) is the Gaussian mean of all displacement values. The threshold of polyreactivity, set at PI = 0.21, is equivalent to twofold stronger overall binding by the test Ab than the control Ab

That many B-cell receptors (BCRs) recognize self-antigens is an inevitable by-product of the extraordinary diversity of BCRs generated during B-cell development. Indeed, \~ 75% of newly assembled human BCRs react with self-antigens \[[@CR16]\]. This prevalent autoreactivity is potentially dangerous to the host, as evidenced by the generation of pathologic autoantibodies in many autoimmune diseases \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\]. Thus, mechanisms of immunological tolerance eliminate or silence autoreactive B cells at discrete checkpoints during B-cell development. At each checkpoint, autoreactive B cells are purged by clonal deletion (i.e., apoptosis) \[[@CR22]--[@CR24]\]; modified by receptor editing, in which continued V(D)J recombination alters BCR specificity \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]; or rendered anergic (i.e., highly resistant to BCR stimulation and plasmacytic differentiation) \[[@CR27], [@CR28]\]. In consequence, the frequency of autoreactive B cells is reduced from 75% in the early immature B-cell stage to \~ 20% among mature B cells in healthy humans \[[@CR16]\]. Concomitantly, there are dramatic reductions in the frequencies of polyreactive BCRs as well as those with a long third complementarity determining region in the Ab heavy chain (HCDR3) \[[@CR16], [@CR29], [@CR30]\], suggesting that these properties are linked to autoreactivity and are efficiently counter-selected by immune tolerance controls. Finally, autoreactive BCRs also may be generated by V(D)J somatic hypermutation (SHM) in germinal center (GC) B cells \[[@CR31]\]. These newly autoreactive GC B cells may be culled or silenced by apoptosis and other means \[[@CR31]--[@CR37]\], or else may be "redeemed" from negative selection by ongoing SHM that abolishes autospecificity \[[@CR38]--[@CR41]\]. Thus, healthy individuals constrain the B-cell repertoire to avoid generating potentially pathogenic self-reactive humoral responses.

The necessary evil of immunological tolerance is that it creates "holes" in the BCR repertoire. By having vulnerable epitopes mimic the molecular structures of host antigens, pathogens can exploit these holes and evade humoral responses \[[@CR42]\]. In the following sections, we discuss (1) the evidence of molecular mimicry by HIV-1 broadly neutralizing epitopes, (2) the role of immune tolerance controls in suppressing the generation of bNAbs, and (3) possible strategies for accessing the forbidden BCR repertoire to achieve broad protection during HIV-1 vaccination.

Immune tolerance blocks bNAb generation {#Sec2}
=======================================

HIV-1 bNAbs each exhibit at least one of these uncommon traits: poly- or autoreactivity, a long HCDR3, and/or extraordinary frequencies of V(D)J mutations. It is these features that suggest the hypothesis that immunological tolerance disfavors bNAb generation \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\]. Poly- or autoreactive B-cell antigen receptors (BCRs) are eliminated from the primary repertoire at central and peripheral tolerance checkpoints \[[@CR16], [@CR43], [@CR44]\], and there is evidence that BCRs with long HCDR3s---which themselves are frequently poly- or autoreactive---are also filtered from the repertoire during B-cell development \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]. While the impetus for extensive somatic hypermutation in bNAbs is unclear, it is plausible that in the absence of competition, B cells with initially poor binding to broadly neutralizing epitopes undergo tortuous and prolonged affinity maturation pathways until broad neutralization is achieved.

Initial evidence for the tolerance hypothesis arose from the discovery that some bNAbs, including 2F5 and 4E10, cross-react with self-lipids (e.g., cardiolipin) and various self-protein antigens in vitro \[[@CR14]\]. The next test of the hypothesis was to determine whether bNAb autoreactivity is physiologically relevant for B-cell development, i.e., whether tolerance mechanisms counterselect developing B cells expressing mature bNAbs or their precursors. This was directly tested in knockin (KI) mice expressing the rearranged heavy- and light-chain (HC + LC) variable regions of mature bNAbs or their unmutated germline (gl) precursors. In support of the tolerance hypothesis, mice expressing the HC + LC of 2F5, gl2F5, 4E10, gl3BNC60, or HC of 2F5 or gl3BNC60 \[[@CR5], [@CR45]--[@CR50]\] exhibited one or more traits---including marked clonal deletion of developing B cells, extensive BCR editing, and anergy in peripheral B cells---that define the tolerance controls observed in mice that express transgenic autoreactive BCRs \[[@CR22], [@CR23], [@CR25], [@CR26], [@CR28], [@CR51], [@CR52]\]. Thus, the autoreactivity of bNAbs and their germline precursors is, in many cases, sufficient to proscribe normal development of B cells bearing these BCRs.

Knowing that immunological tolerance mechanisms often prohibit the development of B cells expressing mature or precursor bNAbs, our lab set out to isolate and identify the autoantigens recognized by bNAbs. In early studies, we used 2F5 and 4E10 to immunoprecipitate antigens from human cell lysates, and then identified the precipitated targets by peptide mass fingerprinting, followed by stringent immunoassays to filter the candidate list \[[@CR18]\]. In this way, kynureninase (KYNU) was identified as the primary self-antigen bound by mature and gl2F5 bnAbs, whereas splicing factor 3b subunit 3 (SF3B3) was the principal target of 4E10 \[[@CR18]\]. Strikingly, the complete 2F5 linear epitope (ELDKWA) is shared by HIV-1 Env and the known KYNU orthologs in most mammals, with the notable exception of opossums, which carry a point mutation in KYNU that abolishes 2F5 binding \[[@CR18]\]. Accordingly, immunization of opposums resulted in ELDKWA-specific serum Ab titers that were ≥ 100-fold higher than in immunized mice; however, immunization did not generate opossum antibodies to the adjacent 4E10 epitope, consistent with the high degree of conservation between human and opossum SF3B3 \[[@CR18]\]. That opposums can generate 2F5-like antibodies is not due to intrinsically longer HCDR3 segments in opossum antibodies, since the average HCDR3 length is equivalent (12--13 amino acids) in opossum and mouse BCRs \[[@CR53], [@CR54]\]. Rather, mice also have in their pre-tolerance BCR repertoire the latent capacity to respond to the ELDKWA epitope, and this specificity is eliminated by immunological tolerance. This was demonstrated in animals reconstituted with B cells that had bypassed central tolerance via an in vitro culture system \[[@CR55]\]. After immunization with MPER peptide, reconstituted mice formed robust GC responses, whereas control animals did not \[[@CR55]\]. Moreover, after secondary immunization, the MPER-specific serum IgG response was 12-fold higher in reconstituted mice than in controls \[[@CR55]\]. Recently, we have determined that BCR specificity for KYNU and Env are almost perfectly correlated in 2F5 HC + LC KI mice: B cells that bind both KYNU and Env exist only prior to the first tolerance checkpoint or in a fraction of the peripheral IgM^−^IgD^+^ anergic B-cell pool, whereas no post-tolerance checkpoint mature B cell reacts with either KYNU or Env (Finney et al., manuscript in preparation). These data support the hypothesis that at least some broadly neutralizing viral epitopes avoid the immune response by mimicking host antigens and thereby hiding in "holes" created in the B-cell repertoire by immunological tolerance controls.

To determine whether poly/autoreactivity is linked with broadly neutralizing activity, rather than being merely a product of chronic infection (e.g., persistent inflammation, prolonged Ag exposure, etc.) \[[@CR56]--[@CR58]\], we used microarrays displaying \> 9400 human proteins to screen panels of bNAbs and non-broadly neutralizing Abs (nNAbs, including non-neutralizing and autologous neutralizing Abs) alongside a non-polyreactive control Ab \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. We defined *polyreactive* Abs as those whose averaged array binding was \> twofold greater than the control Ab, whereas *autoreactive* Abs were non-polyreactive Abs that bound at least one self-protein with \> 500-fold higher avidity than the control Ab (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR19]\]. Using these criteria, we found that \~ 20% (2/9) of nNAbs were poly- or autoreactive \[[@CR19]\], which is indistinguishable from the frequency of poly- and autoreactive B cells found among mature peripheral B cells in healthy humans \[[@CR16]\]. In contrast, \~ 60% (13/22) of bNAbs were poly- or autoreactive, including ≥ 1 polyreactive bNAb in each of four major bNAb classes: CD4 binding-site, membrane-proximal external region (MPER), variable loops 1 and 2, and variable loop-associated glycan \[[@CR19]\]. Importantly, bNAbs were also significantly enriched for poly/autoreactivity compared to the nNAbs isolated from infected patients (i.e., excluding nNAbs arising from vaccination) \[[@CR19]\]. Thus, bNAb poly/autoreactivity is *not* a product of the infection milieu. Moreover, while the average frequency of V~H~ somatic mutations was substantially higher in bNAbs (20.5%) than in nNAbs (10%), SHM was not correlated with poly- or autoreactivity \[[@CR19]\]. Likewise, whereas the average HCDR3 length in bNAbs (19.4 amino acids) was substantially longer than in nNAbs (14.7 amino acids), HCDR3 length did not correlate with poly- or autoreactivity. These data support that poly/autoreactivity is intrinsically linked to broadly neutralizing activity.

Notably, \~ 40% of bNAbs were neither poly- nor autoreactive when assessed for self-protein binding, raising the question of why they remain difficult to elicit. The protein array likely underestimates poly/autoreactivity, since some bNAbs engage non-protein self-molecules, e.g., PGT121 avidly binds self-glycans, even in the absence of protein determinants \[[@CR19], [@CR59]--[@CR61]\]. Additionally, there are other proposed barriers to bNAb generation, including the sparsity of Env spikes on virions \[[@CR62]--[@CR64]\], conformational masking of broadly neutralizing epitopes \[[@CR65], [@CR66]\], immunological dominance of non-broadly neutralizing epitopes \[[@CR1]\], and the requirement of some bNAb lineages for specific V-, D-, or J-gene allelic variants \[[@CR67]\].

Implications for vaccine design {#Sec3}
===============================

In light of the role that immunological tolerance plays in barring the generation of many bNAbs, there are at least two potential strategies for a universal HIV-1 vaccine. One tactic is to work within the constraints of tolerance controls to elicit only those types of bNAbs not proscribed by immune tolerance. The second approach would be to design an immunization regimen that modulates or "breaks" tolerance to gain access to bNAb precursors in the forbidden repertoire. The former strategy, unlike the latter, carries no additional risk of developing autoimmune disease, and therefore is likely to face fewer barriers to regulatory approval and wide use. However, the potential shortcoming of this method is that it must achieve neutralization by targeting only a subset of vulnerable epitopes. In consequence, bNAbs would have to arise from an even smaller pool of already rare precursors. This limitation could further confound vaccination efforts, since precursor cell frequency may be an important determinant of B-cell competitiveness in anti-Env humoral responses \[[@CR68], [@CR69]\], and variability in the human BCR repertoire might preclude the generation of certain bNAb lineages in individuals lacking the required V-, D-, or J-gene allelic variants \[[@CR12], [@CR67]\]. However, these remain open questions and are potentially surmountable obstacles.

The second strategy---to break tolerance---has been recently attempted, with some success. 2F5 KI mice were repeatedly immunized with MPER peptide-conjugated liposomes (engineered to mimic the MPER epitopes present on virions) and TLR agonists \[[@CR5], [@CR70]\]. In 2F5 HC + LC KI mice, this method successfully overcame B-cell anergy to activate and expand populations of MPER-binding B cells, and also elicited substantial serum titers of MPER-specific neutralizing IgG \[[@CR70]\]. Similarly, in gl2F5 KI mice, MPER-liposome vaccination induced selective proliferation of MPER-specific B cells; however, it failed to induce class-switch recombination and somatic hypermutation, and generated poor serum titers of anti-MPER IgM \[[@CR5]\]. Likewise, in gl3BNC60 HC + LC KI mice, only highly multimerized immunogen (rather than trimeric immunogen) could reliably elicit serum antibody responses specific for the CD4 binding site \[[@CR46]\]. However, activated glBNC60 HC + LC KI B cells harbored few---if any---V(D)J mutations \[[@CR46]\]. Promisingly, immunization of macaques with MPER liposomes and TLR agonists generated serum Ab responses to the ELDKWA epitope in KYNU and MPER \[[@CR5]\], indicating that appropriate vaccination regimens may break tolerance to self-antigens and permit Ab responses to conserved HIV-1 epitopes that mimic these antigens. Unfortunately, the MPER-binding antibodies had limited neutralization potency because the vaccine-induced SHM did not achieve the degree of HCDR3 hydrophobicity required for effective interaction with virion lipids and broad HIV-1 neutralization \[[@CR5]\].

We propose that transient relaxation of tolerance controls might open an additional avenue to the establishment of broad, durable humoral protection to HIV-1. One way to accomplish this would be administration of hydroxychloroquine (Plaquenil™), an inexpensive and widely used antimalarial drug, to inhibit endosome acidification and reduce the stringency of the central tolerance checkpoint \[[@CR71]\]. Our lab has shown that such treatment results in a reduced counterselection of autoreactive immature/transitional B cells in KI mice expressing the 2F5 HC + LC or the dsDNA-specific 3H9 BCR \[[@CR71]\]. A second potential target for pharmacological modulation is the Cbl-b and c-Cbl ubiquitin ligases, which appear to enforce B-cell anergy \[[@CR72]\]. Temporarily interfering with the Cbl proteins' function might facilitate activation of autoreactive bNAb precursors. We emphasize here that these treatments would have to be transient and carefully timed in conjunction with vaccination, since extended relaxation of tolerance controls could result in autoimmune disease \[[@CR72]\]. However, judicious use of hydroxychloroquine and as-yet-untested inhibitors of peripheral and GC tolerance controls might be a generally applicable tactic for increasing the frequency of peripheral bNAb precursors and enabling their maturation into potent bNAbs.

As we noted briefly above, an important consideration (and possible downfall) of any vaccine strategy to intentionally elicit autoreactive antibodies is the potential for increased risk of autoimmune disease. This concern is not without merit, as 4E10 has some anti-coagulant activity and modestly prolonged the activated partial thromboplastin time in HIV-1 patients receiving passive 4E10 immunotherapy \[[@CR14], [@CR73]\]. However, passive 4E10 treatment was otherwise well tolerated (as was infusion of 2F5, which did not affect coagulation), and the risk of thrombotic complications from 4E10 immunotherapy was deemed low \[[@CR73]\]. Additional experiments in mice and macaques demonstrated that passively transferred 2F5 (or 2F5-like Abs raised by MPER-liposome vaccination) do not inhibit KYNU activity, alter tryptophan metabolism, nor produce other obvious side effects \[[@CR74]\]. Therefore, while any vaccine regimen designed to generate autoreactive bNAbs would have to be evaluated with extra rigor to assure safety, host mimicry by many bNAb epitopes does not a priori disqualify this immunization strategy.

A final possibility for consideration is that of "clonal redemption" of autoreactive bNAb precursors through mutation away from self-reactivity during GC responses \[[@CR40], [@CR41]\]. Proof-of-concept studies by Goodnow and colleagues in mice suggest that this may be a relevant strategy for eliciting HIV-1 bNAbs to epitopes that imperfectly mimic host structures \[[@CR39]\]. In mice expressing a mutant form of hen egg lysozyme (HEL^3X^) as a ubiquitous neo-autoantigen, HEL^3X^-specific B cells exhibited an anergic phenotype \[[@CR39]\]. However, immunization with particulate immunogens expressing high densities of the closely related antigen, duck egg lysozyme (DEL), successfully recruited anergic HEL^3X^-specific B cells into GCs, where SHM and antigen-driven selection enriched clonal lineages with reduced affinity for self-antigen (HEL^3X^) and increased affinity for foreign antigen (DEL) \[[@CR39]\]. Importantly, clones with enhanced binding to DEL (and diminished binding to HEL^3X^) could differentiate into memory B cells and Ab-secreting plasma cells. It will be exciting to determine whether this mechanism could also redeem autoreactive bNAb precursors. For example, assuming that the 2F5 nominal epitope (ELDKWA) present in Env and KYNU can be discriminated by minor structural differences, the right immunization regimen might induce gl2F5 to undergo affinity maturation to produce a mature bNAb that binds Env with high affinity and is no longer subject to stringent tolerance controls \[[@CR5]\].

Concluding remarks {#Sec4}
==================

B-cell tolerance controls are necessary to prevent the generation of self-antibodies and autoimmune disease. However, tolerance creates empty spaces in the Ab repertoire and these "holes" can be exploited by pathogens whose vulnerable epitopes structurally mimic self-antigens. From structural/biochemical studies of bNAbs and the generation of bNAb-knockin mice, it is now clear that HIV-1 is such a pathogen, disguising conserved, functionally important viral structures as various host proteins. In consequence, traditional vaccination strategies do not appear to be suitable for eliciting many bNAb lineages, since the B cells most fit to respond have been eliminated or silenced during their development, maturation, or antigen-driven expansion. These obstacles to effective HIV-1 vaccination, while serious, are not insurmountable. Recent evidence demonstrates that tolerance controls can be relaxed or broken to gain access to this forbidden Ab repertoire, without inducing autoimmune disease. Additionally, subtle structural differences between self-antigens and the foreign molecules that mimic them might permit initially autoreactive, physiologically silenced BCRs to be redeemed by V(D)J mutations that impair self-reactivity in GCs. Future studies in this field will likely focus on these aspects, particularly with regard to techniques for transiently modulating immunological tolerance in conjunction with vaccination, which have the potential to provide broad, durable protection.
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